Acute disseminated encephalomyelitis (ADEM) is an acute, monophasic neurologic syndrome that occurs after vaccination against various viruses and after many viral infections and rarely occurs again in the same patient. Weston Hurst disease or acute hemorrhagic encephalomyelitis (AHE) is a hyperacute ADEM variant that shares many pathological similarities with ADEM. ADEM clinically and neuropathologically faithfully reflects the animal model of experimental allergic encephalomyelitis (EAE), and animal studies have provided us with new insights into pathogenesis of this disorder. Although there is much controversy whether ADEM is a separate disease or just one of possible manifestations of multiple sclerosis, there are clear histopathological characteristics that support ADEM as a separate disease This mini review will focus on pathological characteristics of ADEM emphasizing differences from other types of idiopathic demyelinating diseases. 
Introduction Acute disseminated encephalomyelitis (ADEM)
is an acute, monophasic neurologic syndrome that occurs after vaccination against various viruses and after many viral infections and rarely occurs again in the same patients.
Although ADEM is a well accepted clinical entity in the pediatric literature, there are many controversies around existence of ADEM in adults. Many authors believe that ADEM is just one of possible manifestations of multiple sclerosis (MS) spectrum, mainly based on recurrence of symptoms. In 1994 Poser has proposed that ADEM with multiple episodes may be classified into two types: recurrent and multiphasic disseminated encephalomyelitis [1] . In the first one an initial acute episode from which there is a complete recovery is followed by recurrences that are characteristically stereotyped bouts reproducing the original clinical syndrome completely or in part; and multiphasic he defined as ADEM followed by bouts of clinical syndromes different from original one.
There are neither widely accepted clinical criteria nor definitions of ADEM or its recurrent forms in adults [2] . There are several reviews on clinical, CSF and MRI findings in ADEM patients, but it needs to be emphasized that neither of these can with great certainty differentiate between ADEM and MS. The only reproducible difference between two diseases have been pathohistological findings, however biopsies are rarely done in patients with demyelinating diseases and biopsy results are only seldom available.
This mini review will focus on pathological characteristics of ADEM emphasizing differences from other types of idiopathic demyelinating diseases.
Pathology
The precise mechanisms implicated in ADEM immunopathogenesis are not well known.
Relationship between ADEM and MS has long been and still remains a matter of controversy.
At autopsy, edema is often the most conspicuous finding or in contrast to MS, the lesions in ADEM may not be visible macroscopically [3, 4] . The first, and maybe the most well characterized pathological difference between ADEM and MS is that MS lesions are characterized by a sharp-edged plaque, that has never been seen in ADEM which is characterized with margins that are rather indistinct [5] . Second characteristic of ADEM are 'sleeves' of demyelination ( Figure 1 ) that surround venules and are associated with significant inflammatory infiltrates dominated by T lymphocytes and macrophages ( Figure 2a ) [3] . Rarely, granulocytes or plasma cells are seen [6] . These perivascular lesions typically retain the same shape and size throughout the disease, whereas MS lesions tend to grow centrifugally by extension of macrophages or confluence of lesions ( Figure 2b ) [7] . Thus, the distinctive pathological criterion distinguishing ADEM and MS is the presence, or not, of confluent versus perivenous demyelination The fourth characteristic is that all lesions must be of the same age. They can be found in optic nerves, supra and infratentorial white, but importantly gray matter as well (particularly basal ganglion, thalami and brainstem, while in the Weston Hurst disease [11] . Importantly the meninges (lymphocytes) and subpial regions (microglia) may also be inflamed [12] .
One other important characteristic of ADEM is that it can be accompanied by and ring hemorrhages and hematomas, and macroscopically focal haemorrhages may be present [16] . Perivascular necrosis, edema and inflammatory meningeal infiltrates are also frequently seen [17] .
animal models
The initiatory mechanisms in MS and ADEM are identical but propagative mechanism underlying MS is lacking in ADEM [18] .
It was shown that ADEM clinically and neuropathologically faithfully reflects the animal model of experimental allergic encephalomyelitis (EAE) [7] . However EAE can present pathologically not only with perivenous but also with confluent demyelination, depending on the immunological mechanisms of disease [19] . EAE studies have suggested in clinical presentations [22] [23] [24] .
Another possibility is via the phenomenon of molecular mimicry following a non-specific viral infection in an individual whose immune system has been previously primed by a viral protein with which it shares some epitope [25] . The molecular mimicry hypothesis suggests that structural similarities between the pathogen and the host are sufficient to induce T-cell activation but not sufficient to induce tolerance [12] .
Another interesting study reported a murine model of AHE using a variation of the Theiler's Murine Encephalitis Virus (TMEV) MS model [26] . 
